
Groundhog Day (or, how many times can you play the 
same game and still enjoy it?)  
Part 1 of an Eastern Front epic from the League of Augsburg by Barry Hilton    
 
I had a twenty eight year break from WWII wargaming. My previous experience was gained 
through the school war games club where at the tender age of 12, we played improbable 
scenarios on upturned Subbuteo cloths. Hills were created using the tatty school text books 
we were supposed to be studying. Rocks and rough ground came courtesy of the cat’s litter 
tray (mostly clean). 
Airfix US Airborne figures invariably fought against Airfix German infantry made up to look like 
SS camo-smocked troopers. These `conversions’ were achieved using shapeless blobs of 
toilet paper welded to the figures with PVA glue liberated from the Art Department. I seem to 
remember most of my Leibstandarte Panzer Grenadiers appeared to be wearing cast off 
leopard skin jackets a la Patsy and Eddy from AbFab. Aah, but we were young and it was fun! 
 
Puberty saw my fascination with 00/H0 scale plastic toy soldiers diminish considerably. I 
imagined my already limited cred would be totally destroyed if the `Burdz’ ever got to know 
how I spent my spare time. War gaming in the West of Scotland was not then and is not now, 
considered particularly cool.  
Although my interest in the world’s greatest hobby was rekindled at the ripe old age of 24, I 
never revisited WWII as a period until a couple of years back.  Through other mutual 
wargaming interests, I was exposed to the outstanding GHQ WWII Micro Armour range sold 
by Julian Edwards of Chiltern Miniatures. I fancied something different and as the League of 
Augsburg was navel gazing at that point, I made a modest purchase. Those five KV1s have 
grown to over 500 models from this exquisitely detailed range.  
 
With this decision to `go large’, my enthusiasm got the better of me. I devised an Eastern 
Front campaign set in June/July 1944 and based around the destruction of Wehrmacht Army 
Group Centre during the Soviet `Bagration’ offensive. Phil was to play the Germans, David 
the Russians and me, the Umpire. The historical imbalances were offset by objectives 
commensurate with the forces available to each commander. The German objectives were 
thus tactical and relatively modest whilst the Russian’s were infinitely more strategic. Each 
game turn represented six hours and the total campaign length was 28 turns or, seven days. 
 
Originally my idea was to fight all of the actions either on paper (for the smaller ones) or in 
1/285th for the more substantial and larger contacts. This worked very well until I inevitably 
gravitated back to my preferred scale of 28mm. As this is mainly what I have been painting for 
the last 18 months, I am now able to field significant numbers of troops and vehicles. So now 
we can play games from the campaign up to regimental level, in our `trad’ scale. 
 
Despite the megalomaniacal intro, this article is about economy. I found that because of the 
relatively short time scale of the campaign – one week, (we’ve been playing it on and off for 
18 months already!) units could be in action more than once per day and often on the same 
ground. A particular German facility in the campaign has been the target of five attacks in the 
space of four days and it, is the real subject of my article. 
 
This facility is a fuel dump (Nr68) which on the first morning of the campaign lay some 12km 
behind the German frontline positions. The section of the line between it and the enemy was 
defended by very tired and written down infantry units. Unbeknownst to the Germans, it lay 
directly in the path of a Russian Tank Corps (David’s main asset) which had the mission of 
capturing and holding a point on the Smolensk-Minsk Highway lying about 60 km to the rear 
of the dump.  When the first contact in this map square occurred on Move 3 and the table was 
set up for the game, I had no idea that I would be using the same terrain another four times to 
date.  Each game has been different and very exciting. The campaign is now on Move 13 
(we’re very slow) and the German facility despite now lying some 20km behind Soviet lines is 
still holding out. 



 
In Part One of the article I offer a bit of background which will contextualise the actions 
around Facility Nr68, followed by details of the first three games with the data necessary to 
wargame them. In Part Two, I’ll give the details for the other three scenarios. One thing 
probably worth mentioning at this point is that although we’ve had loads of fun with this set of 
battles they are but a very small portion of the titanic struggle fought out between Phil and 
David in the campaign so far. I hope to be able to offer more of the detail in future scribblings. 
 
The rules used were the same throughout, regardless of the scale in which the game was 
fought. I demo’d a game from the campaign at Partizan II, 2002 in 1/285th scale and then 
using the same rules, Phil and I made an attempt at a 28mm Stalingrad at Partizan II, 2003. 
With only minimal fudging on base sizes and ground scales, the GHQ MicroArmour rules 
work perfectly well for 28mm!  Relearning rules for different scales is not my idea of good 
R&R. 
 
In summary, my idea is to offer six games which are all linked to each other but quite different. 
They follow the fortunes of one German force and therefore offered us the scope to develop 
the `characters’. All scenarios are played on the same terrain and could be done (dependant 
on your own wargaming assets) in different or the same, scale. Rules are your own choice.  
 
Two versions of the terrain map accompany this article. One shows the layout used for the 
microarmour games whilst the other shows the section of that map used for the 28mm games. 
On 1/285th scale maps you should use a table roughly 4 feet by four feet 
 
 
A slight but relevant digression 
 
As an aside, we received quite an interesting reaction to out 28mm game when shown at 
Partizan. Most people up to now have not considered 28mm for anything other than 
skirmishing with regard to WW2. 20mm seems to be preferred. Many people commented that 
it had the right `feel ‘and look. We multi based the infantry with 3 figures on a 50mm diameter 
stand (25mm = 50 yards). This represents a platoon. The closeness of the figures allowed us 
to make each base a little vignette with every one different. The result was very pleasing and 
rather reminiscent of the `heroic’ frames seen in cover art for the German Army newspaper 
Signal during World War Two. 
 
We used 1/48th vehicles in preference to the 1/60th. This was a choice based on two factors. 
One, the dearth of 1/60th scale vehicles available at the time when the big decision was being 
made and two, 1/48th (and in some cases 1/50th scale) kits and die casts all look `right’ with 
the figures we chose to use which are Foundry, Artizan, Black Tree and Crusader.  
 
Overall, our game represented a divisional level action with about three hundred Germans 
and approximately 30 vehicles and roughly half as many Soviets. For those who may think 
that the figure versus ground scale is unrealistic, I would suggest that you really think about 
all other wargame scales which are also clearly absurd. For example in 1/285th an accepted 
distance is 1” = 100 metres (ground scale). The average micro tank model is about 1” long 
and although it represents 3-5 real tanks in formation on a ground area of 100 square metres 
it is in fact `bonkers’. If the models were to be realistic is scale (relative to the ground) they 
would be the size of a pin head! All wargaming goes out of reality in the vertical dimension 
and frequently in the lateral. For the mathematicians out there who have already worked out 
that if 1” = 100 metres in 1/285th scale therefore 5” should equal 100 metres in 28mm 
(debatable contingent on 1/60th or 1/48th scale) let me explain. The range of a Tiger tank in 
1/285th is 25” or 2,500 metres. Multiplying this by a factor of `5’ would give a table range of 
125” or nearly 10.5 feet (over 3 metres). Whilst perhaps mathematically accurate it does 
somewhat limit tactical scope within a wargame. This led us to the practical if not wholly 
logical decision to double movement and firing distances (for 28mm) in preference to 
quintupling them. The result suffice it to say, was judged by our peers as `feels right’. That’s 
good enough for me. 



 
Back to the article: A brief briefing 
 
Our campaign is called `The Sands of Time’. It deals with one week and only a fraction of the 
massive Operation Bagration. This Soviet offensive was concurrent with the Normandy 
Invasion and in terms of scale is compatible. In terms of result it is incomparable. The 
Western Front took nearly two months to move 25 km whilst Bagration penetrated nearly 
500km in less than three weeks. Popular history is selective and Cold War politics talked 
down Soviet contribution to the output of WWII. This is trend which is being insidiously 
continued although the new targets are the British. They are now being airbrushed out of 
WWII by Hollywood and a wave of partisan American historians. But that is another subject 
entirely. If anyone is in the remotest doubt about what the Red Army did to shorten the war, 
just read a little about this operation. The output of Bagration was the biggest defeat in the 
history of the German Army – ever! (sounds like a new compilation album). It saw the 
destruction of Army Group Centre (Heeres Gruppe Mitte) and the obliteration of 
approximately 500,000 German troops. 
 
We concentrated on an area occupied by the German 4th Army around the main Smolensk-
Minsk highway where it crosses the Berezhina River (of Napoleonic fame) in what is now 
Byelorussia. At the beginning of the campaign our supply facility is garrisoned by a reinforced 
company detached from the 31st Infantry Division. The Soviet breakthrough is spearheaded 
by the 4th Tank Brigade (of the 2nd Tank Corps /11th Guards Army – the Russian Player’s 
major asset in the campaign). 
 
At 0600 on the 28th, they break through the German lines at a village called Stolchnyek, 12km 
north of the facility. By 1830, the 4th Tank Brigade as the 2nd Tank Corps vanguard, is forming 
up to crack a second line of defence near the village of Grobanchnik. 4km to the east of 
Grobanchnik is the supply facility. This stockpiles fuel, ammunition and provisions for all 
German troops in the 31st Infantry Division sector of the line. The Russians have orders to 
bypass the dump and leave the follow-on infantry to mop up. Their primary task is to break 
the second defensive line and push south toward the highway 60km further on. We join the 
action for Scenario 1 just as the Soviets attack.  
 
 
 
Scenario 1 “Heroes of the Third Reich” 2000 hrs. 28th June 1944  
Game length: 15 turns: 3 dusk and 12 night 
 
The Germans have moved Sturm Abteilung 43 from a reserve position into the area around 
Grobanchnik. This deployment was as a direct result of the breakthrough at Stolchnyek six 
hours before. The Germans do not know the exact strength of the breakthrough force and the 
Soviets have no idea what they are facing in this contact as no solid intelligence has been 
gathered. Sturm Abteilung 43 is an Umpire controlled unit (as is the garrison of the dump). 
Handed over to the German `player’ for tabletop gaming purposes, it is now deployed in two 
lines across a front of 2km. The first line is dug in north east of the village and the second 
(mobile) line is deployed south west. The battalion is commanded by a Walloon Major-
Duchemin. The garrison of Supply Facility Nr68 are under strict orders to remain within their 
perimeter. They have one platoon of Pak38 AT guns dug in some 800 metres outside the 
perimeter and covering the main road down which it is suspected the enemy might arrive. The 
time is 2000 and darkness is rapidly falling. The scene is set. 
I will not go into the detail of what happened in our actual battle other than to say all German 
troops engaged put up a tremendous fight. Most of the action took place in and around 
Grobanchnik with the exception of a battalion level infantry assault to clear the German 
positions at the road junction marked `J’ on the map. 
 The Soviets lost 20 tanks and over 100 infantry killed or wounded. They did however 
breakthrough. The result of this was that Duchemin (nominated for the Knight’s Cross), 
gathered the remnants of his battalion, abandoned Grobanchnik (which now had a Soviet 
Tank Corps pouring through it!) and consolidated a defensive position around the area of 



Facility Nr68. German losses were about six Assault guns (2 models), 50 pioneers, three half 
tracks plus the AT gun platoon and a heavy weapons platoon from the dump garrison. 
Refer to Map 1 for initial German deployment, Soviet entry and other relevant details. OOB 
below. 
 
Additional scenario information. 
 
We fought this one in 1/285th scale. This battle was conducted as dusk became night. Dusk 
visibility was 1000 metres (10 inches). Night movement can be simulated in several ways. If 
you have an Umpire then movement can be done on a map until contacts are achieved. Our 
visibility in this scale at night was 100 metres (1 inch). The result was a complete negation of 
range fire advantage and plenty of blundering around. As the GHQ MicroArmour rules govern 
all actions by a COHESION NUMBER (usually between 10-18) modification of this can 
simulate night action if no umpire is available. I suggest you simply lower the Cohesion 
number for each side by 33% and place all troops on the table. This makes it much harder for 
each side to do the right thing. In addition, whether there is an Umpire or not, I suggest you 
increase artillery fire deviation by a factor of three to simulate the lack of FOO. This makes for 
very interesting situations. 
If you use other rules, modify those aspects which allow troops to act as they would wish. 
 
SOVIET OOB 
 
4th Tank Brigade, 2nd Tank Corps, 11th Guards Army       
Commander: General Andrei Kanchelskis .Commander Ability: +1. Force Cohesion: 17  
Brigade HQ Company 
T-34/85 HQ platoon  76mm ATG platoon   Rifle platoon   2 ATR platoons 
 AAMG platoon  2 Light Truck platoons  
Light Tank Battalion    
Battalion HQ   – T70 platoon   
Two Companies each of   - 2 x T70 platoons    
Medium Tank Battalion    
Battalion HQ – T34/76 platoon 
Two Companies each of – 3 x T-34/76 platoons   
Heavy Tank Battalion     
Battalion HQ – KV1c platoon 
Two Companies each of   - 3 x KV1c platoons   
Rifle Battalion      
Battalion HQ M3 Half track  1 Rifle platoon 
Two Companies each of - 3 x Rifle platoons  1 x Support platoon  1 x Heavy Truck   
3rd SMG Company          - 3 x SMG platoons   
4th Mortar Company        - 1 x 82mm Mortar platoon 1 x Light Truck  

• the 9 platoons of riflemen and SM gunners ride on the tanks of the Medium and Heavy Battalions 
4th Mortar Battalion  
Regt HQ platoon 
2 Battalions each of – 1 x Battalion HQ platoon, 3 x 120mm mortar platoons + 3 light trucks, FOO Jeep Platoon  
 
Soviet Deployment details 
 
The Soviets deploy by battalion as follows: Roll one DAverage. A result of 2 means arrive at A, 
3 at B, 4 at C, 5 at D. The Soviets can start the game with three battalions of their choice on 
the table (using above locator mechanism). The remaining two battalions arrive by rolling a 
D6 at the beginning of each following turn. A roll of 5 or 6 is a successful arrival. Then use the 
locator mechanism. The Rifle battalion arrive with the Medium and Heavy Tanks as tank 
riders. 
 
German OOB 
 
Garrison of Supply Facility Nr68 (elements of the 31st Infantry Division, XXXIX Panzer Korps, 4th Army) 
Force Cohesion: 12 
6 x Infantry platoons       2 x Support Platoons     1 x Quad Flak 10/4 platoon        1x Battalion HQ platoon 
1 x 75mm ATG platoon   6 x Medium Improved Positions 
 
43rd Sturm Battalion (78th Sturm Division, XXVII Korps, 4th Army) 
Commander: Major Duchemin, Commander Ability -1. Force Cohesion: 17   
4 x StuG IIIg platoons (Including the battalion HQ platoon) 
4 x Combat Engineer platoons, 4 x Sdkfz251/1 platoons ,1 x Sdkfz 251/16 Flam platoon 
6 x Medium Improved Positions 



 
German Deployment details 
 
The Facility garrison may be placed at the player’s discretion within their perimeter. This 
includes using the various improved positions shown on Map 1. Only the Pak38 should be 
placed out with the perimeter at Bunker X1(see map). You will notice that the Cohesion 
number for the garrison is lower than the Sturm Battalion. The way to deal with this is to use 
the higher Cohesion number for determining overall Soviet or German Initiative at the 
commencement of each turn but to use the lower Cohesion number of the garrison when 
testing any of its platoons for moving, firing or morale recovery. The Sturm Battalion tests 
against the higher number. The Sturm battalion may deploy its assault guns in Bunkers X2-X6. 
The Engineering Company is mounted in its half tracks behind the gully southwest of 
Grobanchnik. 
 
Soviet Objective 
Bypass the Supply Facility and breakthrough the German positions at Grobanchnik. Have at 
least two full battalions controlling Exit point E by the end of turn 15. 
 
German Objective 
Hold the perimeter of Supply Facility Nr68 and stop an enemy breakthrough at Grobanchnik. 
 
Scenario 2 “Air attack” 0630 hrs 29thJune1944 
Game length: 8 turns: All daylight 
 
Having pulled the remnants of his battalion into the perimeter of the dump, Duchemin (as 
senior officer) assumes command of the Facility and all troops therein. In an attempt to finish 
off their work of the previous evening, the Soviets call in a Sturmovich squadron to take out 
the facility. This dawn raid meets with a wall of fire. The outcome of this action in campaign 
terms was four Sturmovich shot down (2 models) with two probables (1 model) and no 
German casualties. As a result of his growing reputation Duchemin was given a subsequent 
+1 as a commander ability rating. OOB are below with available German flak assets 
highlighted. 
 
Additional scenario information. 
 
This is a short action but can be a lot of fun if you have aircraft models. The Soviet mortars 
noted can provide supporting fire. The game map used was everything to the right of Line 
running vertically through Bunker X2 on Map 1. Russian infantry assets were placed on table 
in case of `friendly fire incidents’. The Soviet infantry unit is a largely written down formation 
which marched into this sector in the wake of the 4th Tank Corps. It is not in any shape to 
mount offensive actions and will appear in this and subsequent scenarios as a base line 
security element to offer passive support to each Soviet attack. Each Soviet aircraft is allowed 
one bombing attack but it must first test on a D6. An odd score allows it to attack a chosen 
German target whilst an even score means it must make a bombing run on a Soviet target! 
The more observant amongst you will have noticed that Duchemin’s Commander Ability rating 
has improved since the last scenario reflecting his growing reputation as a brave and 
inspirational leader. This one was fought in 1/285th scale. 
 
Soviet OOB 
 
1st Rifle Regt (159th Rifle Division, 45th Rifle Corps, 5th Army, 3rd Byelorussian Front) 
Force Cohesion: 10   
1 x Regt HQ platoon                15 x Rifle Platoons                   5 x Support Platoons 
2 x 82mm mortar platoons       1 x 45mm ATG platoon 
  
Air strike (196th SAD, 4th Strike Aviation Corps, 16th Air Army) 
      
6 x Ilyushin IL2 Sturmovich ground attack aircraft 
 



Soviet Deployment details 
The 1/159th can deploy as shown on Battle Map 2 in roughly a linear formation. The Air strike 
will arrive from Point D in three waves of two models from Turn 2 onwards.   
 
German OOB 
 
Garrison of Supply Facility Nr68 (elements of the 31st Infantry Division, XXXIX Panzer Korps, 4th Army) 
Force Cohesion: 12 
6 x Infantry platoons       1 x Support Platoon     1 x Quad Flak 10/4  platoon        1x Battalion HQ platoon 
6 x Medium Improved Positions 
 
43rd Sturm Battalion (78th Sturm Division, XXVII Korps, 4th Army) 
Commander: Major Duchemin, Commander Ability 0. Force Cohesion: 17   
2 x StuG IIIg platoons (Including the battalion HQ platoon) 
2 x Combat Engineer platoons, 3 x Sdkfz251/1 platoons, 1 x Sdkfz 251/16 Flam platoon 
2 x Medium Improved Positions 
 
German Deployment details 
 
The Facility garrison may be placed at the player’s discretion within their perimeter. This 
includes using the various improved positions shown on Map 1. You will notice that the 
Cohesion number for the garrison is lower than the Sturm Battalion. The way to deal with this 
is to use the higher Cohesion number for determining overall Soviet or German Initiative at 
the commencement of each turn but to use the lower Cohesion number of the garrison when 
testing any of its platoons for moving, firing or morale recovery. The Sturm Battalion tests 
against the higher number. The Sturm battalion now deploys as far NW as the vertical line 
drawn through Bunker X2 and anywhere to the right of this line and up to Bunker X1. It can 
also deploy within the Facility. 
 
Objectives 
 
For each side simply to do the maximum damage to the other 
 
Scenario 3 “Crush the Fascist Vipers” 0400 hrs 30thJune1944 
Game length: 12 turns: 3 dawn and 9 daylight 
 
Now it was getting really serious! By the following morning enough Russian infantry (in the 
form of the 2nd Siberian Rifle Regiment) had arrived to mount a regimental level attack on the 
dump. By this time the 2nd Tank Corps had long gone south and so the Soviet infantry 
commander had no idea whether his opponents had reoccupied Grobanchnik or not. The 
already in situ 1/159th Rifle Regiment had failed to carry out and adequate reconnaissance 
and therefore could not brief the 2nd Siberian’s OC. 
 
As the attack had its H-Hour before dawn, visibility was less than 100 metres during the form 
up. The Soviet General chose to deploy his regiment over a 4km front with the1st Battalion 
going in against Grobanchnik whilst the 2nd battalion attacked over open ground to the north 
east of Facility Nr68. The 3rd battalion attacked over a wooded hill directly to the east of the 
dump. Despite being supported at company level by tanks, this Soviet attack was a complete 
disaster. 
The 1st battalion realised too late that it was attacking an abandoned position and quickly 
changed direction toward the Facility. The 3rd battalion took so long to negotiate the high 
wooded terrain that the 2nd went in alone. All of the supporting tanks outpaced the infantry 
and following some initial success, proceeded to be decimated in interlocking fields of fire 
from Duchemin’s StuGs and panzerfausts. With only six Assault Guns and a late 
reinforcement from Division of an under strength ATG company, the garrison knocked out 30 
tanks and caused 500 Soviet casualties for the loss of less than 50 killed and wounded. Not 
one German vehicle was lost. In the subsequent recriminations it became clear that serious 
tactical mistakes had been made by the Soviet General. He had no supporting artillery and 
the regimental mortars were not in position when the attack started. The wide frontage over 
which his regiment deployed allowed the defenders to concentrate their fire on the most 
threatening target at any given time. Although six T34s (2 models) managed to breach the 
perimeter, without infantry support they were overwhelmed by the veteran Combat Pioneers 



of Sturm Abteilung 43. This victory was an enormous boost to German morale as everywhere 
else on the 4th Army front things were collapsing at great speed. 
 
Additional scenario information. 
 
This scenario proved to us just how difficult it can be to take a defended position. On paper 
the Soviets look like they’ll walk it with huge armour superiority and somewhere between 
three and four times more infantry. The lack of co-ordination in the Soviet attack and their 
lower Cohesion was the undoing. The 1/ 2nd Siberian must continue to advance on 
Grobanchnik until it is clear that the position has been abandoned. This should be apparent 
when Bunker X5 has been reached. Again, this scenario was fought in 1/285th scale. 
 
Soviet OOB 
 
2nd  Siberian Rifle Regiment  (Siberian Assault Brigade) 
Commander: General Zymcyck, Commander Ability: 0. Force Cohesion 12 
1 Regimental Headquarters Platoon 
3 Battalions each consisting of 
1 Battalion HQ platoon 
3 Companies each of: 3 x Rifle platoons   1x Support platoon   1 x T34/76 platoon 
1 Support company of: 1x 45mm AT gun platoon    1 ATR platoon  1 x SMG platoon  
1 x 82mm mortar platoon 
 
Special Mech Artillery Battalion 4 
3 x SU85 platoons 
 
Positional Reserve : 1st Rifle Regt (159th Rifle Division, 45th Rifle Corps, 5th Army, 3rd Byelorussian Front)  
Force Cohesion: 10   
1 x Regt HQ platoon                15 x Rifle Platoons                   5 x Support Platoons 
2 x 82mm mortar platoons       1 x 45mm ATG platoon 
 
 
Soviet Deployment details 
 
The 1/159th can deploy as shown on Battle Map 2 in roughly a linear formation. Their mortars 
can support the attack but no combat troops can participate. The start positions for the other 
Soviet units are marked clearly on Battle Map 2 
     
German OOB 
 
Garrison of Supply Facility Nr68 (elements of the 31st Infantry Division, XXXIX Panzer Korps, 4th Army) 
Force Cohesion: 12 
6 x Infantry platoons       1 x Support Platoon     1 x Quad Flak 10/4  platoon        1x Battalion HQ platoon 
6 x Medium Improved Positions 
 
43rd Sturm Battalion (78th Sturm Division, XXVII Korps, 4th Army) 
Commander: Major Duchemin, Commander Ability 0. Force Cohesion: 17   
2 x StuG IIIg platoons (Including the battalion HQ platoon) 
2 x Combat Engineer platoons, 3 x Sdkfz251/1 platoons, 1 x Sdkfz 251/16 Flam platoon 
2 x Medium Improved Positions 
 
Reinforcement from 31st Infantry Division 
Panzerjager Company: 2 x 50mm ATG platoons  2 x Sdkfz11Platoons  
1 x Nashorn Platoon.  

 
German Deployment details 
 
The Facility garrison may be placed at the player’s discretion within their perimeter. This 
includes using the various improved positions shown on Map 1. You will notice that the 
Cohesion number for the garrison is lower than the Sturm Battalion. The way to deal with this 
is to use the higher Cohesion number for determining overall Soviet or German Initiative at 
the commencement of each turn but to use the lower Cohesion number of the garrison when 
testing any of its platoons for moving, firing or morale recovery. The Sturm Battalion tests 
against the higher number. The Sturm battalion now deploys as far NW as a vertical line 
drawn through Bunker X2 and anywhere to the right of this line and up to Bunker X1. It can 
also deploy within the Facility. The Pak38s arrive on turn 9 and the Nashorn on turn 10 both 
at point Y. 



Objectives 
 
Simple, the Soviets must take the facility, the Germans, hold out!  
 
Umpire role 
 
Apart from all the map movement, supply issues, booking keeping and generally anal-
retentive `Stato type’ Umpire behaviour, I got to control large quantities of troops during our 
campaign. These units from both armies, formed the backcloth to the exploits of the Player’s 
assets. They represented written down frontline infantry units, garrison troops, supply and 
medical units, air assets and `surprise’ guests (such as Soviet Assault Brigades or German 
Panzer Kampfgruppen). It also meant that some battles took place between purely Umpire 
controlled forces. The Players got to throw dice and have a game without wasting their own 
valuable assets!  Many of the units involved in the various scenarios of this article were 
Umpire controlled in map terms with a handover to the players for table action.  
 
Note on Orbats 
 
All Orbats are given in the GHQ MicroArmour format. This details assets by `platoon’. Each 
platoon under these rules is a stand of figures or a vehicle. These stands are 1 inch square. 
Where we played in 28mm, Infantry platoons are based on 50mm round bases (3 figs to a 
base) with all equipment and vehicles on bases to suit.  
 
In terms of game outcomes you can choose alternative ways to play. Each scenario is a stand 
alone game with OOB supplied. The composition of each OOB after the first action is a direct 
result of our mechanism for calculating loss recovery during the campaign (see below). If you 
choose to use our OOB then please do. If however you wish to run all scenarios in sequence 
you may wish to calculate the subsequent orbats from your own results. This means the 
orbats from Scenario 2 onward will be totally different from those which I have noted and you 
must decide on these for yourself.  
 
Loss recovery mechanism 
 
This is what we used during the campaign. Victors received the following recovery: Roll DAv : 
a score of 2 gives 50%, 3 gives 60%, 4 gives 70% and 5 gives 80%. The losers roll D6 : a 
score of 1 gives 0%, 2 gives 10%, 3 gives 20%, 4 gives 30%, 5 gives 40% and 6 gives 50%. 
These percentages are calculated against total points lost. Lost platoons are numbered and 
then diced for to see which ones are recovered. Any points remaining which don’t add up to a 
whole `platoon’ value are lost. EG if a StuG platoon (82 points) was lost and its number came 
`up’ and you had only 70 points remaining in your recovery balance, you don’t get the StuG 
but must look for a less expensive loss to recover.  
 
Campaign Maps 
In case anyone has already reached for the Atlas, I took a few liberties during the construction 
of the campaign. One of these was to `misplace’ certain towns in Byelorussia (call it a whim). 
So, the names may be familiar but their positions relative to each other may not. They are 
usually of minor significance and as David, Phil nor I have ever been to Byelorussia I didn’t 
think it was going to matter that much. One bombed out ruin will look much like the next, no 
matter what it is called. 
 
Next time…. 
 
The concluding part of my article deals with the increasingly perilous situation at Facility Nr68 
and how its beleaguered garrison continued to enhance the myth of the hard fighting  
`Landser‘ against the odds. 
 



Groundhog Day (or, How many Divisions does it take 
to capture a fuel dump?)  
Part 2 of an Eastern Front epic from the League of Augsburg by Barry Hilton    
 
The second part of this extract from our campaign `The Sands of Time’ covers the continuing 
struggle of a small German force trapped in a `Kessel’ behind the rapidly advancing Red 
Army during Operation Bagration in the summer of 1944. Thus far they have endured three 
attacks and are preparing for yet another.  
 
Scenario 4  “Revenge will be ours!”  1815 hrs 30th, June 1944 
Game length: 7 turns: 3 day, 3 dusk and 1 night 
 
Fearing for his job and perhaps his life, the CO of the 2nd Siberian Rifle Regiment decided to 
make a further assault towards dusk. The lessons learned during the dawn debacle saw 
several alterations made to the Soviet plan. The few remaining tanks would attack from the 
north together with the fresh 1st battalion and the survivors of the 3rd battalion. The 2nd 
battalion would assume the role taken by the 3rd during the dawn attack and approach from 
the east over the high ground. The 1st Rifle Regiment of the 159th Division would provide 
suppressing fire from a distance of around 900 metres NE of the dump. The plan was sound 
but delays in moving troops from either flank to the other meant that the attack was over two 
hours late in starting. The Soviets wanted to avoid a night battle and had decided to halt their 
attacks as darkness fell. At 1815 the whistles blew and a heavy mortar bombardment kept the 
German frontline positions pinned down long enough for the 1st and 3rd Battalions to sweep 
through clearing two strong points on the way. The few surviving T34s of the 3rd Battalion 
worked around the western edge of the dump but were all knocked out by Duchemin’s StuGs. 
The 2nd battalion struggled over the high ground to the east only to meet the same fate 
endured by their 3rd battalion comrades twelve hours before. Inevitably they were forced to 
retreat. By nightfall the Russians had consolidated their gains along the abandoned outer 
works(X1 and X2) of the German position. It was a much better result than their disastrous 
morning effort and achieved for the loss of a few riflemen and six tanks (2 models). Although 
the Germans had fallen back in good order the situation now saw Soviet troops positioned all 
around the facility and within 500-800 metres of their line. The noose was beginning to close. 
During this second attack of the 30th June the Germans sustained around seventy five killed 
and wounded.  
 
Additional scenario information. 
 
Those of you continuing to work toward your `Spotters badge’, will have espied the 
mythological status to which Herr Major Duchemin has ascended! His Commander Ability 
rating has improved once more as he becomes the `Talisman’ of the garrison. In addition, the 
Cohesion numbers of both the Garrison and Sturm Ab43 have risen to 13 and 18 respectively. 
This represents their growing confidence in their fighting ability. During the period since the 
last attack, three groups of `Ruckampfer’ (men separated from their parent units but who have 
made their own way back to German lines) have arrived to support the defence of Facility 
Nr68. They are deployed in three platoons with the same Cohesion as the Garrison. Most of 
the Russian tank support is gone (knocked out). Visibility during this game ranges from 4,000 
metres (40 inches) in daylight through 1,000 metres (10 inches) at dusk, to 100 metres (1 
inch) at nightfall on the last turn. It was fought in 1/285th scale. 
 



 
Soviet OOB 
 
2nd Siberian Rifle Regiment (Siberian Assault Brigade) 
Commander: General Zymcyck, Commander Ability: 0. Force Cohesion 12 
1 Regimental Headquarters Platoon 
1st Battalion consisting of 
1 Battalion HQ platoon 
3 Companies each of: 3 x Rifle platoons   1x Support platoon    
1 Support company of: 1x 45mm AT gun platoon    1 ATR platoon  1 x SMG platoon  
1 x 82mm mortar platoon 
2nd Battalion consisting of 
1 Battalion HQ platoon 
3 Companies each of: 3 x Rifle platoons   1x Support platoon    
1 Support company of: 1x 45mm AT gun platoon    1 ATR platoon  1 x SMG platoon  
1 x 82mm mortar platoon 
3rd Battalion consisting of 
1 Battalion HQ platoon 
1 Company of : 3 x Rifle platoons   1x Support platoon  
1 Company of : 1 x Rifle platoon   1x Support platoon   1 x T34/76 platoon 
1 Support company of: 1x 45mm AT gun platoon    1 ATR platoon  1 x SMG platoon  
1 x 82mm mortar platoon 
 
Special Mech Artillery Batt 4 
2 x SU85 platoons 
 
Positional Reserve: 1st Rifle Regt (159th Rifle Division, 45th Rifle Corps, 5th Army, 3rd Byelorussian Front)  
Force Cohesion: 10   
1 x Regt HQ platoon                15 x Rifle Platoons                   5 x Support Platoons 
2 x 82mm mortar platoons       1 x 45mm ATG platoon 
 
Soviet Deployment details 
 
The 1/159th can deploy as shown on Battle Map 3 in roughly a linear formation. Their mortars 
can support the attack but no combat troops can participate. The start positions for the other 
Soviet units are marked clearly on Battle Map 3 
     
German OOB 
 
Garrison of Supply Facility Nr68 (elements of the 31st Infantry Division, XXXIX Panzer Korps, 4th Army) 
Force Cohesion: 13 
6 x Infantry platoons       1 x Support Platoon     1 x Quad Flak 10/4  platoon        1x Battalion HQ platoon 
3 x Ruckampfer platoons             6 x Medium Improved Positions 
 
43rd Sturm Battalion (78th Sturm Division, XXVII Korps, 4th Army) 
Commander: Major Duchemin, Commander Ability +1. Force Cohesion: 18   
2 x StuG IIIg platoons (Including the battalion HQ platoon) 
1 x Combat Engineer platoon, 3 x Sdkfz251/1 platoons, 1 x Sdkfz 251/16 Flam platoon 
2 x Medium Improved Positions 
 
PanzerJaeger Battalion 77 
Force Cohesion: 16 
Panzerjager Company: 2 x 50mm ATG platoons 2 x Sdkfz11Platoons  
1 x Nashorn Platoon.  
 
German Deployment details 
 
The Facility garrison may be placed at the player’s discretion within their perimeter. This 
includes using the various improved positions shown on Map 1. You will notice that the 
Cohesion number for the garrison is lower than the Sturm Battalion. The way to deal with this 
is to use the higher Cohesion number for determining overall Soviet or German Initiative at 
the commencement of each turn but to use the lower Cohesion number of the garrison when 
testing any of its platoons for moving, firing or morale recovery. The Sturm Battalion tests 
against the higher number. The Sturm battalion can still deploy as far NW as a vertical line 
drawn through Bunker X2 and anywhere to the right of this line and up to Bunker X1. The 
Panzer Jaeger battalion tests against its Cohesion number of 16. It can also deploy outside 
the Facility perimeter. 



 
Objectives 
 
Again, the Soviets must take the facility, the Germans, hold out!  
 

Scenario 5  “Hell on earth” 0730 hrs July 1st  1944 
 
On July 1st, 4th Army HQ had decided that its current situation was untenable. A general 
withdrawal order was issued. Several units however were chosen to `cover’ the withdrawal 
and all of these realised that they had just received their own death sentence. Duchemin 
received no orders to breakout. His position was a `mini-kessel’ already isolated from the 
main German lines. The nearest friendly troops were becoming steadily weaker and it 
appeared that the remains of the 31st Infantry Division had also been selected to make the 
ultimate sacrifice, as they too received no withdrawal order. The dump was shelled 
intermittently throughout the night of June 30th / July 1st but too little effect. 
 
The charmed Duchemin and his men were blissfully unaware that around 0700, the Soviet 
armoured group Syvatoslav, standing some few kilometres east of Grobanchnik, received 
orders in error, to pull back out of the line. This powerful force was at that moment poised to 
roll over the beleaguered German position. This unknown piece of good fortune was to bring 
no luck to the Soviets surrounding Facility Nr68. 
 
Believing that the`Svyatoslav’ group was about to strike, the besieging force mounted what 
they understood would be a supporting attack. It turned out to be a suicidal assault. Initial 
signs were encouraging. The Soviet artillery and mortars knew very well, the ranges and 
positions of all the German bunkers and foxholes. These they targeted accurately and 
mercilessly.  The largely intact 1st battalion of the 2nd Siberian Rifle Regiment, supported by 
the remnants of the 2nd and 3rd battalions made a dash by the traditional two routes. The 
larger group headed across the open ground to the north east of the dump whilst the smaller 
group (about company strength) once more struggled over the high ground to the east. A 
company of newly arrived T34/85s looped round from the north over the open ground, to take 
Duchemin’s armour in the flank. The German commander had placed his six assault guns 
and three tank destroyers into `hull down’ positions to the north. The experienced Soviet tank 
commander was able to out manoeuvre these static positions knocking out many of the 
StuGs and Nashorns. Other German vehicles broke down purely through over use without 
maintenance. Within thirty minutes the Russian tanks were through the armour screen and 
threatening the dump itself. 
 
Meanwhile, most of the Soviet infantry had assembled in a rocky gully about 150 metres to 
the front of the main German bunker line. Despite substantial casualties on the way, over 200 
were about to mount a bayonet charge from their concealed position. With their traditional 
Urrah! they ran to their deaths. The desperate defenders had assembled almost all of their 
firepower including flak guns and flame throwing halftracks to repel the attack. The effect was 
devastating. Less than 90 reached the bunker line and all were cut down amidst the German 
positions. Simultaneously, the T34s broke into the perimeter on the north side. Duchemin’s 
tank-killing Pioneers took out six tanks with flame throwers and panzerfaust. A late attempt by 
the smaller Soviet infantry group was shot to pieces as it descended the corpse ridden slopes 
to the east. As the dazed survivors crept back to their lines to count their dead, they 
wondered what had happened to the `big strike’. Soviet losses were 310 infantry killed or 
wounded and six tanks lost. The Germans were fortunate in losing only 80 killed or wounded, 
three anti tank guns and three half tracks belonging to the Pioneers. Hauptmann Eisenaecher, 
o/c the garrison was killed together with his HQ staff when their bunker was crushed by a 
Soviet tank. Amazingly, Duchemin was able to salvage all of his armour, even those vehicles 
knocked out in combat. 
 
Three direct attacks in two days had taken a huge toll. The shrinking German perimeter was 
testimony to the steady grinding down through repeated if unimaginative assaults. The cost to 
the Soviets was of great concern. Over 70 vehicles, 1,000 men and four aircraft had been lost 
during the fighting around Grobanchnik. By 0820 on July 1st, as the third attempt was seen to 
have failed, the Soviets decided a massive attack was to be the final solution.  



 
Both the 159th and the 2nd Siberian were ordered to withdraw from the line sometime within 
the following twenty four hours. They were to be replaced by a full strength regiment from the 
5th Guards Rifle Division.  
 
Additional scenario information. 
 
Battle Map 4 is on an eight feet by six feet table and played in 28mm scale. I have used a little 
license in terms of the terrain set up by adding in more detailed features. When reference is 
made back to the previous Battle Maps it can be seen that Map 4 is basically the bottom right 
hand section. This scenario was so close when played that the German victory was judged on 
the `10% more casualties inflicted’ principle. The numerical sum was precisely 10% dead on! 
This allowed the German to recover all of their knocked out armour and put paid to the 2nd 
Siberian Rifle Regiment as a campaign unit. It may have been noticed by some readers that 
in the previous scenario the Soviets over ran Bunkers X1 and X2. The reason that the 
Germans were allowed to deploy there in this scenario was due to the poor shape of 2nd 
Siberian after the second battle on June 30th and the fact that both were within the range of 
German fire from the perimeter. They were assumed to have been abandoned during the 
night of the 30th. 
 
Soviet OOB 
 
2nd Siberian Rifle Regiment (Siberian Assault Brigade) 
Commander: General Zymcyck, Commander Ability: 0. Force Cohesion 12 
1 Regimental Headquarters Platoon 
1st Battalion consisting of 
1 Battalion HQ platoon 
3 Companies each of: 3 x Rifle platoons   1x Support platoon    
1 Support company of: 1x 45mm AT gun platoon    1 ATR platoon  1 x SMG platoon  
1 x 82mm mortar platoon 
2nd Battalion consisting of 
1 Battalion HQ platoon 
3 Companies each of: 3 x Rifle platoons   1x Support platoon    
1 Support company of: 1x 45mm AT gun platoon    1 ATR platoon  1 x SMG platoon  
1 x 82mm mortar platoon 
3rd Battalion consisting of 
1 Battalion HQ platoon 
1 Company of : 3 x Rifle platoons     
1 Company of : 1 x Rifle platoon   1x Support platoon   1 x T34/76 platoon 
1 Support company of: 1x 45mm AT gun platoon    1 ATR platoon  1 x SMG platoon  
1 x 82mm mortar platoon 
Armour Support 
4 x T34/85 Platoons 
506th Artillery Battalion 
2 x 76mm Howitzer platoons   2 x Heavy truck platoons 1 x Battalion HQ platoon 
 
Positional Reserve: 1st Rifle Regt (159th Rifle Division, 45th Rifle Corps, 5th Army, 3rd Byelorussian Front)  
Force Cohesion: 10   
1 x Regt HQ platoon                15 x Rifle Platoons                   5 x Support Platoons 
2 x 82mm mortar platoons       1 x 45mm ATG platoon 
 
 
Soviet Deployment details 
 
The 1/159th can deploy as shown on Battle Map 4 in roughly a linear formation. Their mortars 
can support the attack but no combat troops can participate. The start positions for the other 
Soviet units are marked clearly on Battle Map 4 
     



 
German OOB 
 
Garrison of Supply Facility Nr68 (elements of the 31st Infantry Division, XXXIX Panzer Korps, 4th Army) 
Force Cohesion: 13 
4 x Infantry platoons       1 x Support Platoon     1 x Quad Flak 10/4  platoon        1x Battalion HQ platoon 
3 x Ruckampfer platoons             6 x Medium Improved Positions 
 
43rd Sturm Battalion (78th Sturm Division, XXVII Korps, 4th Army) 
Commander: Major Duchemin, Commander Ability +1. Force Cohesion: 18   
2 x StuG IIIg platoons (Including the battalion HQ platoon) 
1 x Combat Engineer platoon, 3 x Sdkfz251/1 platoons, 1 x Sdkfz 251/16 Flam platoon 
2 x Medium Improved Positions 
 
PanzerJaeger Battalion 77 
Force Cohesion: 16 
Panzerjager Company: 2 x 50mm ATG platoons 2 x Sdkfz11Platoons  
1 x Nashorn Platoon.  
 
German Deployment details 
 
The Facility garrison may be placed at the player’s discretion within their perimeter. This 
includes using the various improved positions shown on Map 4. You will notice that the 
Cohesion number for the garrison is lower than the Sturm Battalion. The way to deal with this 
is to use the higher Cohesion number for determining overall Soviet or German Initiative at 
the commencement of each turn but to use the lower Cohesion number of the garrison when 
testing any of its platoons for moving, firing or morale recovery. The Sturm Battalion tests 
against the higher number. The Sturm battalion can still deploy as far NW as a vertical line 
drawn through Bunker X2 and anywhere to the right of this line and up to Bunker X1. The 
Panzer Jaeger battalion tests against its Cohesion number of 16. It can also deploy outside 
the Facility perimeter. 
 
Objectives 
 
Again, the Soviets must take the facility, the Germans, hold out!  
 

Scenario 6  “Is this the end?” Sometime on 2nd or 3rd July 1944 
 
It hasn’t happened yet! We have other business to complete in Turn 13 and so the Facility 
hangs on. I thought that I would offer a plausible `What If?’ to complete the set of scenarios 
and this is based on these already decided events; 

• The remnants of 1/159th Rifle Division and the 2nd Siberian’s are withdrawn from the 
line sometime in the 24 hours following the last attack. 

• They are replaced by a full strength unit of good Cohesion from the 5th Guards Rifle 
Division 

• Elements of Shock Force Svyatoslav which should have supported the last attack 
finally arrive to conclude the issue. 

 
The accompanying OOBs offer a degree of chance to both sides.  As the Soviets have almost 
limitless assets and are `winning the war’, they have been given a full fresh Rifle Regiment 
with supporting artillery and a random selection from Svyatoslav. As the Germans have 
fought like the devil, they have the chance to be `reinforced’. If the random selection is minor 
then they’ll have to stay put and try and hold on. If it is something a little more substantial then 
they must attempt a Breakout via the Grobanchnik road exit. 
  



 
Additional scenario information. 
 
The random element of the Soviet Force comes from Shock Force Svyatoslav. This 
formation has six distinct elements listed in the OOB. Number these 1 thro’ 6 and roll a D6 
three times. Your resultant numbers are the three elements which will participate in Scenario 
6. Duplicate rolls should be re rolled. 
The random element for the Germans is drawn from the list of `Options’ shown in their OOB. 
The German player rolls a D6 once. His score is the `chance’ element included in the OOB 
and arriving from the Grobanchnik direction as shown on Battle Map 5. If the German player 
gets Herr Oberst Siebenrok’s Kampfgruppe, then all the survivors of the Facility must attempt 
to break out towards Grobanchnik and through the Soviet lines to safety. 
 
Soviet OOB 
 
1st Rifle Regiment (5th Guards Rifle Division, 8th Guards Rifle Corps, 11th Guards Army, 3rd Byelorussian Front) 
Commander: General Renko, Commander Ability: 0. Force Cohesion 14 
1 Regimental Headquarters Platoon 
 
3 battalions each consisting of 
1 Battalion HQ platoon 
3 Companies each of: 3 x Rifle platoons   1 x Support platoon    
1 Support company of: 1x 57mm AT gun platoon    1 x ATR platoon  1 x SMG platoon  
1 x 82mm mortar platoon   1 x T70 infantry support tank platoon 
506th Artillery Battalion 
2 x 76mm Howitzer platoons   2 x Heavy truck platoons 1 x Battalion HQ platoon 
 
Shock Force Svyatoslav 
 
Special Tank Battalion 
1 x JSII platoon   
Heavy Tank Battalion 
3 x T34/85 platoons  
3rd Tank Battalion  
4 x T34/76 platoons  
4th Tank Battalion  
5 x T34/76  
Shock Battalion 
2 x SU85   
Tank Destroyer Battalion 
4 x SU76    
 
Soviet Deployment details 
 
All unit start positions are shown on Battle Map 5 



 
German OOB 
 
Garrison of Supply Facility Nr68 (elements of the 31st Infantry Division, XXXIX Panzer Korps, 4th Army) 
Force Cohesion: 13 
4 x Infantry platoons       1 x Support Platoon     1 x Quad Flak 10/4  platoon         
2 x Ruckampfer platoons             6 x Medium Improved Positions 
 
43rd Sturm Battalion (78th Sturm Division, XXVII Korps, 4th Army) 
Commander: Major Duchemin, Commander Ability +1. Force Cohesion: 18   
2 x StuG IIIg platoons (Including the battalion HQ platoon) 
1 x Combat Engineer platoon, 3 x Sdkfz251/1 platoons,  
2 x Medium Improved Positions 
 
PanzerJaeger Battalion 77 
Force Cohesion: 16 
Panzerjager Company: 1 x 50mm ATG platoon 2 x Sdkfz11Platoons  
1 x Nashorn Platoon.  
 
German `OPTIONS’ 

1. Infantry Company. 3 x Rifle platoons, 1 x Support platoon Cohesion 13   
2. Kampfgruppe Ulmayer.1 x PzIVH platoon, 1 x Pak 40 ATG & tractor,3 x Infantry Platoons Cohesion 13 
3. Motorcycle Company. 3 x Motorcycle Infantry, 1 x Motorcycle support  Cohesion 14   
4. SS Company. 3 x Pz grenadier platoons & truck transport, 1 x Pak 40 ATG & tractor Cohesion 16 
5. SS Tiger Company – 1 x PzVIE platoon Cohesion 16     
6. Kampfgruppe Siebenrok: 2 x PzIVH platoons,1x PzVIE platoons,6 x infantry platoons,(with trucks) 

Cohesion 17 
 
 

German Deployment details 
 
The Facility garrison may be placed at the player’s discretion within their perimeter. This 
includes using the various improved positions shown on Map 4. You will notice that the 
Cohesion number for the garrison is lower than the Sturm Battalion. The way to deal with this 
is to use the higher Cohesion number for determining overall Soviet or German Initiative at 
the commencement of each turn but to use the lower Cohesion number of the garrison when 
testing any of its platoons for moving, firing or morale recovery. The Sturm Battalion tests 
against the higher number. The Sturm battalion can still deploy as far NW as a vertical line 
drawn through Bunker X2 and anywhere to the right of this line and up to Bunker X1. The 
Panzer Jaeger battalion tests against its Cohesion number of 16. It can also deploy outside 
the Facility perimeter. 
 
Objectives 
 
Again, the Soviets must take the facility, the Germans, hold out!  
 

 
Conclusion 
 
If anyone ever gets round to fighting some or all of these scenarios I would be delighted to 
know how you got on. I’d be particularly interested in your results for the Finale as we all got 
to know Major Duchemin very well during the campaign and are keen to know if his run of 
luck continued. 
If he survived the war I wonder whether he’d have enjoyed watching that Bill Murray movie, 
Groundhog Day? 
Contact me via Barry-Hilton@mercuri.co.uk 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


